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Learn More

LiLz

LiLz Gauge automates daily visual inspections in locations with no power
and no network. Based on cameras that have built-in LTE connectivity
and 3 years of battery life, and AI algorithms that predict measurement
values from captured images, LiLz Gauge dramatically cuts the time
required for visual inspections at chemical, oil, and gas power plants,
factories, hospitals, laboratories, office buildings, department stores, and
other field locations.
 
5G Technologies, IoT/Sensors, Smart Cities and Resilience
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Get the press kit

AsReader
 
AsReader products configured with consumer mobile devices such as
smartphones, tablet PCs, etc., offer you super ruggedized mobile
computing solutions with the latest features -- such as higher security
using fingerprint recognition, faster transaction speed, larger memory
size, greater resolution camera & screen, with sophisticated design.
 
Mobile Hardware and Accessories

Lookbook Entry
 

Get the press kit

Orphe
 
ORPHE Smart shoes connect to the dedicated mobile application that
displays and evaluates data points from each foot in real-time. It allows
runners to track their performance without excessive equipment, get
personalised audio and visual feedback -- and ultimately, prevent injuries.
 
Fitness and Wearables, IoT/Sensors, Startups, Sports Technology
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PJP Eye
 
PJP Eye provides a novel solution to the energy storage crisis; Plant-
based, rare-earth-metal-free, carbon batteries -- Cambrian™. After a
decade of joint research with Kyushu University, PJP Eye has invented an
innovative method to convert into carbon any organic material, including
industrial waste like the skin of olives.
 
Energy/Power, Sustainability, Startups

 Lookbook Entry
 

Get the press kit

Acronis

Acronis focuses on our award-winning cyber protection solution: Acronis
Cyber Protect Home Office, targeting consumers to freelancers up to
very small businesses (vSMBs). It offers true cyber protection. Hard disks
fail. Coffee spills. Cyberthreats attack. Keep your digital world safe from
all threats with the only cyber protection solution that delivers a unique
integration of data protection and cybersecurity in one.
 
Cybersecurity, Blockchain, Cloud Computing/Data, Artificial Intelligence
 

 

Lookbook Entry

Get the press kit

Meater
 
MEATER demonstrates how its range of smart wireless meat
thermometers and feature-rich MEATER app ensure meat and fish are
cooked to perfection, every time. A must-have modern tool for the
kitchen and outdoors, MEATER connects to mobile devices to provide
estimated cook times, continuous monitoring of both ambient and internal
temperature and to send notifications when meat is ready to enjoy.
 
Smart Home and Appliances, Family and Lifestyle, High-Tech Retailing/E-
Commerce
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Get the press kit
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